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Pharmaceutical marketers are ready for the next step
in the fascinating evolution sparked by the advent of
direct-to-consumer health advertising in the 1990s.
Today smart, always-connected, and always-on
mobile devices are everywhere, and they are changing the way people manage their health and communicate with healthcare providers.
A quick look at any social media feed quickly shows
that mobile technology has transformed the way we
think about health. Tens of millions count their steps
and track their fitness with wearable devices, fre-

quently sharing their goals and achievements with
friends. The majority of consumers own smartphones
— at last count it was close to 70% — and most
smartphone owners use them to actively stay informed about health and wellness issues. The alwaysconnected, always-on society brings anywhere,
anytime access to research and education, which
people can easily share with doctors, family members, and caregivers.
For pharmaceutical marketers, mobile technology
offers tremendous new opportunities to connect with
patients in effective, contextual settings. Some marketers see the rise of smartphones, tablets, and other
mobile technology as a liability, fragmenting the
media landscape and drawing consumer attention
away from established media.
In fact, the smartphone revolution has created a
brand-new opportunity: to connect with patients in a
precisely targeted, highly contextual, and extremely
timely manner directly at the moment of care. A new
media platform called Triggyr combines a highly
desirable, free-to-use convenience for patients with
an effective outlet to reach health consumers on their
mobile devices.
Triggyr puts brand communications in the waiting
room and exam room, just minutes before patients
meet with their doctor. It sets the table for an on
going conversation that continues throughout the
course of care, delivering the right information at
the right time throughout the patient journey. And
it does all these things in the palm of the patient’s
hand. That’s an essential place to be in this mobilefirst media environment.
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CONNECTING
WITH THE
QUALIFIED
PATIENT

P

harmaceutical marketing has deep roots in
provider-focused education. However, reaching
even a simple majority of
providers today is a serious
challenge. Between 2008 and
2013, the share of prescribing
physicians reachable by pharmaceutical sales reps dropped
from 77% to just 55%.
On the other hand, consumers are becoming increasingly addressable. Two-thirds
of patients, reports WedMD,
have a smartphone or other
networked mobile device in
their possession during care
visits. And there are a lot of
care visits.
According to the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention, Americans make
more than 922 million physician office visits every year.
Add in another 125 million
visits to hospital outpatient
clinics, and that’s well over 1
billion trips to the office —
and the waiting room.

The average waiting room
visit, reports Nielsen, lasts
26 minutes. That’s enough
time to stream an entire
television episode, which
would put a heavy drain on
a typical mobile phone data
plan. That makes patients and
caregivers, facing a significant
and often-anxious wait, well
motivated to connect with
free high-speed Wi-Fi services.
By combining the consumer
benefit of free Wi-Fi with targeted brand communication,
Triggyr puts pharmaceutical
leaders directly in touch with
qualified patients.

SMARTPHONES AT THE CENTER OF
THE PATIENT JOURNEY

Two-thirds of patients
have a smartphone or
other networked mobile
device in their possession
during care visits
		— WebMD

The importance of the smartphone to today’s consumer
cannot be overstated. According to survey data collected
by mobile research firm
Discount, the average smartphone user spends almost
two and a half hours each
day using their device over 76
distinct usage sessions. The
top 10% of avid, high-volume
smartphone users log three
and three-quarter hours per
day, spread over 132 sessions,
with their devices.
Even better, consumers do
not need convincing that the

Americans make more than 922 million trips to doctors’
offices every year. Add another 125 million to hospital out
patient clinics and there are more than one billion a year
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smartphone is an appropriate
platform for healthcare conversations. Smartphone users
are already very comfortable
engaging with health topics
on their devices. Sixty-two
percent of smartphone owners
used one in the last year to
look up health information.
Health and fitness apps
are the third-most-popular
apps by user taps and swipes,
behind only gaming and shopping, and ahead of messaging,
browsing, news and weather,
and dating — even social
media. And it’s a very safe
bet that one of those 76 daily
usage sessions will take place
while sitting in a practitioner’s
waiting room.

On average, smartphone
users spend almost two
and a half hours each
day using their device in
more than 76 distinct
usage sessions
— Discount

news is that the yeoman’s
work has already been done
to associate personal mobile
technology with health and
wellness. According to IDC,
23 million wearable devices
sold in the third quarter of
2016 alone, and most offer
fitness and activity tracking.
Apps are a mixed bag as a
marketing platform, however.
The universe of healthrelated apps is by necessity
fragmented and cluttered,
with a variety of competing
interests all clamoring for
patient attention.
Also, consider the context
of an app interaction. When
people interact with health

apps, they enter extremely
sensitive personal information
about their current conditions, mood, or symptoms.
They often read complicated
or stressful information.
That screen, and that experience, may not be the most
comfortable setting for a
brand introduction or new
patient conversation.
Because Triggyr is a
mobile web platform and
not a mobile app, patients
do not have to download
anything to receive a
pharma brand message,
which makes targeting patients at the moment of care
easy for pharma companies.

WHY APPS MATTER (AND
WHY THEY DON’T)
Strong interest in health-
related apps demonstrates just
how willing consumers are to
engage with medical topics on
smartphones, but the details
paint a more complicated
picture. An app-only communications strategy will have
difficulty reaching qualified
audiences at scale.
There are well over 100,000
medical and health-related
smartphone apps, and 58% of
smartphone users have downloaded at least one health app.
Pharmaceutical brands have
so far not had much success
using app stores to connect
directly with patients. Just two
of the top 100 apps were developed by pharma. The good

There are more
than 100,000
health-related
smartphone apps;
58% of smart
phone users
have loaded at
least one of them
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REACHING
PATIENTS AT
THE MOMENT
OF CARE

P

atients respond very
favorably to brand communications delivered
at the moment of care:
• Brand messages increase
purchase interest among 84%
of the patient audience.
• More than three-quarters
of patients say they recall
the brand messages they are
exposed to when seen at the
moment of care.
• Waiting room materials
spur 30% of patients to start
discussions with their healthcare providers.
• When that waiting room
information is targeted educational content, that figure
jumps to 60%.
• A study conducted by
Kantar Media concluded
that point-of-care messages have led to 11 million
brand switches.
That’s why Triggyr focuses
on engaging patients in the
right place, at the right time,
with the right information.
The waiting room is the per-

fect setting to reach patients
with a service they will prize
and appreciate — reliable
high-speed Wi-Fi. Healthcare messages that speak to
their concerns are perfectly
timed for the conversation
they hope to have with a
healthcare provider.
With Triggyr’s exclusive
OfficeFencing technology
capability, the messages that
spark those conversations
are targeted with unprecedented precision.

UNPARALLELED CONTEXTUAL TARGETING THROUGH OFFICEFENCING
When marketers think of
location-based targeting, they
generally think of geofencing.
But geofencing has significant
precision limitations. It can
only be counted on for locations varying from the ZIP
code level at worst to the general vicinity of a large building
at best. If the goal is merely to
know when a patient is visiting a healthcare facility, that
might prove acceptable.
Consider the power and
contextual opportunity of
knowing not simply that a
patient is having a healthcare
conversation, but knowing
the field or specialty of that
provider. That’s impossible to
do with geofencing. A growing
number of providers are located in large office complexes
with several — even dozens
of — different specialties.
General-purpose messaging
misses wide swaths of the

Triggyr’s exclusive OfficeFencing
bypasses geofencing’s drawbacks
by offering a simple and unobtrusive
approach to targeting office location

patient population, because
only 53% of annual provider
office visits are to primary
care physicians.
Geofencing is also difficult
to frame in a consumerfriendly manner. Smartphone
owners typically must opt in
to geofencing, but because
many geofencing applications have unclear benefits
to smartphone users, there is
no guarantee consumers will
release location data permissions to an app. The added
burden on GPS radios can
also impact battery life.
Triggyr’s exclusive Office
Fencing capability bypasses
those objections and inconveniences with a simple, unob-

trusive approach to location.
Every Triggyr office installation is uniquely identified by
the provider’s characteristics
and specialty. This information is available immediately
when the waiting room visitor
connects to the Triggyr Wi-Fi
access point, with no need for
GPS or cellular data.
By identifying patient
location at the office level,
marketers can send on-topic
messages that relate to the
most likely reasons for a patient care visit. It’s a powerful combination of high
precision and low barriers to
acceptance. All the patient
needs to do is link to the
Triggyr Wi-Fi service.
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TRIGGYR
DELIVERS
HYPERTARGETED
MESSAGES
FOR PHARMA
BRANDS

B

eyond the precision targeting created by Office
Fencing, Triggyr helps
pharma brands create
value by ensuring complete
viewability and clutter-free
engagement. Triggyr works
by displaying a single video,
HTML asset, or static image
on a landing page with an
“agree and connect” button,
along with a text link leading
to deeper brand content. This
format insulates brands from
the drag of fraudulent traffic
and bots often found in other
digital media platforms.
Video is by far the most
common media unit among
Triggyr advertisers, because
mobile video has been found
to be five times more engaging than static mobile advertising. And unlike other media
platforms with low comple-

tion rates, the Triggyr landing
page requires that media be
fully viewed before the Wi-Fi
service begins.
Triggyr is soon to be in
25,000 offices and has growing uptake. Providers receive
the Triggyr-based Wi-Fi
hardware and connection free
of charge, enabling them to
provide a valuable service to
waiting patients. Because the
Triggyr platform is managed
and maintained on a completely separate network from
the in-office systems, Triggyr
helps providers protect sensitive data from exposure on
public Wi-Fi.
And Triggyr protects
brand reputations by carefully screening and vetting
all advertisers. As part of
a commitment to starting
relevant patient care discussions, Triggyr only accepts
responsible brand clients in
select pharmaceutical and
healthcare-specific fields.
There are no automotive or
finance ads diluting the pool.

TRIGGYR’S VALUE IN ONGOING
COMMUNICATIONS
Triggyr helps brands start
conversations with hyper-
targeted messages when and
where they can be of greatest
value to a patient — right before treatment discussions and
plans of action. The messages
reach highly qualified patients
and caregivers thanks to the
precision of OfficeFencing,
which identifies location at

Eighty percent of
patients do more o nline
research after an office
visit. And they talk to
their p ractitioners about
what they see in the
waiting room

the individual office level,
rather than a generic identification of a broad medical
building or complex.
Triggyr is also the ideal
launching point for retargeting campaigns. Retargeting
is a tremendously powerful
digital marketing tactic, but
its value collapses if you chase
after unqualified consumers. Because OfficeFencing
identifies a patient or caregiver’s most likely concerns

Triggyr’s
unfiltered
directness
provides
moment-ofcare patients
access to the
internet in
physicians’
waiting
rooms, allow
ing brands
to reach pa
tients on their
mobile device
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by identifying the practice
type they visit, the top of the
retargeting funnel is a highly
qualified consumer.
The platform includes full
support for pixel tracking and
click trackers, and Triggyr
works with media partners
to help unify first-party
cookies, device IDs, and
third-party audience data.
This helps brands transition
to in-pharmacy messaging
and regimen adherence or
other relevant next steps in
the patient journey. And the
potential for data integration
empowers brands to continue
the conversation beyond the
smartphone, on desktops and
other connected devices associated with the patient.

TRIGGYR’S COMPELLING SIMPLICITY
In this information-driven
age, the data compellingly
shows that consumers want
to continue their healthcare
research after an office visit.
Eighty percent of patients do
more online research after an
office visit. And they talk to
their practitioners about what
they see in the waiting room.
Triggyr’s potential to link
patients and pharmaceutical
marketers springs from a

true place of simplicity:
basic needs met in a frictionfree manner.
It’s not a new mobile
messaging platform. It’s not
a download. There is no
login for patients to create
and no passwords to manage.
In the same moment it
satisfies a simple and timely
desire for improved networking connection in the provider
office, Triggyr shows patients
and caregivers timely and
relevant messages. Brands
can then use the powerful marketing tools at their
disposal to build a long-term
relationship, one simple
message at a time.
Still not sold on the power
of simplicity? Consider the
three simplest yet most
powerful words in healthcare
marketing: Ask your doctor.
Traditional media information
plants that seed at times when
a viewer’s next doctor visit
could be months or even years
away. Triggyr moves that call
to action mere minutes away
from a provider conversation
and puts the appeal in the
palm of a patient’s hand.

Triggyr gives the
patient call to action
an immediacy that
yesterday’s marketers
could only have
dreamed of

To learn more, email
Info@Triggyr.com
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Real time mobile marketing at the moment of care.

Our first-to-market OfficeFencing™
technology targets ad messaging to patients
in the exact doctor’s office you want to reach.

WATCH THE FILM
To learn more, email info@triggyr.com.

